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Background

Many studies in health sciences research rely on collecting participant-reported outcomes. Although some of these are participant reports of factual information, such as adherence to drug regimes, that could be objectively validated, there is an increasing recognition of the importance of subjective measures such as attitude to, and perceptions of, health and services provision. Alongside the exponential increase in health-related literature devoted to participant-reported outcomes, attention is being paid to the method or mode of data collection. Much of this has been driven by the rapid development of new technologies, which can lead to increased ease, speed and efficiency of data capture alongside an increasing drive for maximising response rates. Survey methodologies (e.g. in the business, marketing, social and political sciences) have a literature base of their own, covering theory to practice, much of which has been only slowly recognised in the health arena. Few health-related outcome development papers indicate a theoretical approach to eliciting survey response and the focus in choosing a mode for a study is often based predominantly on improving response rates and minimising cost. The impact on the validity of response is not generally a consideration. In addition to this, in order to gain as complete a data set as possible, many studies are using multiple modes either to enhance participants’ choice (e.g. opting for web- or paper-based surveys) or to improve follow-up rates (e.g. non-responders getting telephone data collection). Although for practical reasons these choices are entirely justifiable, consideration needs to be given to the validity of response via different modes and the impact that the choice of mode or modes might have on the conclusions from a study.

Objectives

- To provide an overview of the theoretical models of survey response and how they relate to health research.
- To review all studies comparing two modes of administration for subjective outcomes and assess the impact of mode of administration on response quality.
- To explore the impact of findings for key identified health-related measures.
- To create an accessible resource for health science researchers, which will advise on the impact of the selection of different modes of data collection on response.
- To inform the analysis of multimode studies.

Methods

In order to inform the systematic review of mode comparison studies, a review of the theoretical models and how they relate to the health domain was undertaken. This clarified the need to focus on features of mode rather than crude modes per se in order to understand the way in which responses to subjective outcomes could be affected. From this, a theoretical model based on Tourangeau was proposed with four main features: administration (interviewer or self), use of the telephone, use of the computer and sensory stimuli (audio, visual or both). Additional features were proposed that may belong in a model of response as well as potential mediating factors, such as cognitive challenge of questions. This approach was used to define the data extraction and coding classifications for studies.
Owing to the large body of literature relating to survey methodology which is published outside the health research arena, all studies that incorporate a mode comparison were included, regardless of setting. This led to a broad search strategy covering a wide range of disciplines. In order to target methodological studies, some innovations in search strategy that separate out the process from traditional reviews of the effectiveness of interventions were undertaken.

**Identifying the literature**

For a study to be included in the review it needed to:

1. provide evidence of a comparison between two modes of data collection of either the same question or the same set of questions referring to the same theoretical construct
2. compare a construct that is subjective and cannot be externally validated
3. explicitly reference a comparison in the analysis
4. collect quantitative data, i.e. use structured questions and answers.

Studies were excluded from the review if they involved:

1. a comparison between a quantitative measure and one or more qualitative data collection methods/analyses (e.g. unstructured interviews, focus groups)
2. a comparator derived from routine clinical records – unless explicit reference to specific self-reported construct is made within those records
3. a comparison between the response of two different judges, i.e. comparing a response from an individual to that made by someone other than the responder, for example a clinician providing a diagnosis.

A broad range of databases (for example EMBASE, PsychINFO, MEDLINE, EconLit, SPORTDiscus, etc.) were searched with no restrictions on start date or language. Searches were conducted up until the end of 2004. A matrix-based research strategy was developed and tested, searching for combinations of terms that would imply a mode comparison study.

**Review process**

The abstracts (and titles only for some foreign-language papers with no English abstract) were reviewed against the inclusion/exclusion criteria. Full papers were retrieved for all selected abstracts and then screened again using more detailed inclusion criteria related to the measures used. Papers that were still included were reviewed in full and detailed data extracted. At each stage, abstracts or papers were reviewed by a single reviewer after a period of training. Training for each stage included an assessment of reliability and sensitivity.

In order to assess the quality of the evidence contributing to this review, each paper was assessed for methodological quality. Assessing the quality of evidence becomes particularly challenging in reviews of studies having diverse methodologies. In this particular review, randomised controlled trials were not necessarily expected and so a more generic quality assessment tool was needed. A new tool was developed from two existing tools and tested.

**Evidence synthesis**

An overview of the studies identified is presented descriptively, highlighting the different mode features identified in the theory review. Those with appropriate data are subjected to quantitative methods of synthesis using exploratory metaregression to identify the association between mode features and differences in response. The primary analysis is based on three key summary statistics calculated for each comparison. These are the absolute difference between the means (standardised) of the two modes, the ratio of the largest to the smallest variance of the two modes and the effect size (ES; absolute mean difference/standard deviation) between two modes.
Between- and within-subject studies were analysed together, controlling for the study design. Analysis was conducted at two levels to account for clustering of comparisons within a study. This allowed for study-level characteristics, measure characteristics and mode features to be considered in a single model. The modelling approach assessed the four main mode features from the theoretical review, then tested the addition of other candidate features and then assessed model fit including other possible moderators of effect and identified interaction.

The two most frequently occurring outcomes – the Short Form questionnaire-36 items (SF-36) and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) – are analysed in more depth using Mantel–Haenszel for between-group studies and Bland and Altman limits of agreements for within-group studies.

**Results**

The search strategy identified 39,253 unique references, of which 2156 were considered as full papers. Of these, 597 progressed to data extraction, with 381 finally included in the review. The most common reason (44%) for exclusion once the full paper was considered was that there was no actual mode comparison in the study. The majority of included studies were from North America (62%), with only 10% being from the UK.

Study designs were relatively evenly divided into between- and within-person studies (52% and 47%, respectively), with only 39% using some form of randomisation (random allocation for between-person studies and random ordering for within-person studies). In terms of quality assessment, most studies described their hypotheses and study design well, and drew appropriate conclusions (89%, 83% and 81% – good, respectively), but the description of participants, group allocation, potential impact of timing of data collection and presenting of variances was less good (22%, 50%, 27% and 35% – poor, respectively).

The 381 studies provided descriptions on 1282 outcome measures, of which 57% were health related. The most frequently reported outcomes were the SF-36 (17 studies) and the MMPI (9 studies). Thirty per cent of studies considered only a single outcome in their mode comparison, but most considered more (ranging from 1 to 21 outcomes). These studies also described a number of mode comparisons, giving in total 1522 comparisons between modes on multiple outcomes for analysis. Of these, 977 reported enough data to be included in the analysis of absolute mean differences, 910 in the analysis of the ratio of variances and 912 in the analysis of the ES.

Two features of mode were clearly associated with bias in response; however, none of the features of mode was associated with changes in precision. How the measure was administered, by an interviewer or by the person themselves, was highly significantly associated with bias ($p < 0.001$). A difference in sensory stimuli was also significant ($p = 0.03$). When both of these were present the average overall bias was < 1 point on a percentage scale. In terms of mediating factors, there was some suggestion that there was an interaction between both telephone and computer for data collection and date of publication, supporting the theory that differences disappear as new technologies become commonplace. Single-item measures were also related to greater degrees of bias than multi-item scales ($p = 0.01$).

Individual analysis of the SF-36 and MMPI showed a varied pattern across the different subscales, with conflicting results between the two types of study. None of the MMPI measures used to
detect deviant responding showed a relationship with the mode features tested. The limits of agreement analysis showed how variable measures were between modes at an individual rather than at a group mean level.

Conclusions

Implications for researchers

Researchers need to be aware of the different mode features that could have an impact on their results when selecting a mode of data collection for subjective outcomes. If researchers use a mixture of modes within their study (commonly a change in mode if there is poor or non-response), then consideration needs to be given to ameliorating potential biases consequent on this and controlling for them in analysis.

The potential does exist for there to be simple correction factors developed; however, these are likely to be measure specific. In analysis of current mixed-mode studies, researchers cannot just assume that results are comparable where a difference in administration or sensory stimuli exists and they need either to undertake sensitivity analyses or to formally control for mode in the analysis.

Recommendations for future research (in priority order)

There are already numerous studies considering a large number of outcome measures. However, these need to be reported in a standardised way to allow researchers to be able to make informed decisions about choice of mode with a particular outcome in a population. The development of reporting standards akin to PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses), STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) or CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) for mode comparison studies is urgently needed and could build on the quality assessment tool developed here.

Further mode comparison studies are required, but these need to be experimentally designed to manipulate mode features and directly assess the impact. This is preferable to more studies comparing two modes at a relatively pragmatic level without consideration of those features. Studies need to give consideration to evaluation and direct testing of the impact of some of the mediators of mode effects, as the lack of data presented in papers in this review limited our ability to analyse this component.

Further primary studies need to be done to evaluate the impact of mode features over time. There was a suggestion across studies that this occurred for ‘new’ technologies for data collection (telephone and computer), but the ‘learning effect’ for any mode over time will be important to evaluate further in order to inform studies with long-term follow-up over multiple time points. The potential biasing impact of this ‘learning effect’ over time could be seen in single-mode studies as well as mixed-mode ones.

The focus of this review has been on measurement for research purposes and, therefore, has focused predominantly on the impact of mode features on estimated effects at a group level. However, the increasing use of subjective patient-reported outcomes in clinical practice means that considerable further work is required to consider measurement equivalence and reliability of assessment for individuals rather than groups.
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